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Ireland-based tech start-up Payzaar has been selected as one of 5 finalists from hundreds of
nominations for the HR Tech World Startup Competition in Amsterdam.
Launched in June 2017, Payzaar is a new technology platform that enables multinational companies
to manage their complex payroll operations across countries in a more consistent, efficient, compliant
and insights-driven manner. Payzaar leverages companies’ existing investments in local and regional
payroll solutions, and seamless aggregates workflows and data into one integrated central platform.
Payzaar does so by offering an open marketplace for payroll that connects multinational companies
with local payroll providers in a secure, transparent and reliable way.
CEO of Payzaar Marc-Oliver Fiedler said: “We are aiming to bring the same kind of connectivity,
transparency and efficiency to the global payroll market as platforms like Booking.com, Uber, Airbnb
and LinkedIn have brought to their respective industries over the past decade.”
Payzaar is currently working with a number of multinational companies ranging from family-run SMBs
to large Fortune 500 companies and has lined up a vendor network of more than 30 top-notch
partners around the world.
The finalists for the HR Tech World startup competition are selected from hundreds of startups that
represent the next generation of game changers, doers, leaders and disrupters. Thousands of HR
leaders each year attend HR Tech World and Payzaar will pitch their innovative solution to a panel of
analysts, investors, media and prospective customers.
“For Payzaar to be chosen as one of the Top 5 startups at HR Tech World recognizes the tremendous
challenges that companies are facing in running their multi-country payroll operations today and is a
testament to the disruptive nature of the Payzaar approach.” says Payzaar CEO Marc-Oliver Fiedler.
Past winners of the HR Tech World Startup Competition have gone on to secure $100 million in
investment in the last 3 years.
Payzaar is backed by investments from Global Founders Capital (GFC), Rocket Internet’s venture
capital arm, Enterprise Ireland and a number of private business angels.
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